
1. NILE CLIL P3 Teaching an activity:                                                 
CLIL Subject: ____________ PE_______                    Topic: ___BODY EXPRESION_________               Age group: ________8-9_________ 
 

Learning outcomes Procedure Language Resources Assessment 
 
 
 
 
 
 
To know 
How to express feelings 
 
Adapt their behavior to 
the feelings 
 
 
To be able to 
 
 
Imitate animal 
movements. Create 
sentences using the 
vocabulary. 
 

Warm up (tell us) 
Contrast adjectives 
form one wall to other they 
start walking “happy and 
finish sad”  
 
Getting more and more 
the children are in circles of 6 
people and have to increase the 
expression of feelings always 
more than the previous, if its 
impossible start with other word. 
 

Happy /sad  
Hot/cold                 
relaxed /worried 
Heavy/ light 
Angry / good mood 

  
 
 
 
 
 
Most learners can:  
 

● DO THE MIMIC 
 

● UNDERSTAND 
FEELINGS vocabulary 

 
● EXPRESS FEELINGS 

WITH THE BODY AND 
THE FACE 

 

Main activity (create) 
 
Story 
Teacher reads a story and 
does the mimic after the 
sentences end. 
 
 
 
 
 
The magician.  
One is a magician and the other 
one have to become thing that 
magician say. After 2 mins 
change their roles 
 
 

Movements  
 
Feelings daily 
routines. 

My dream 
(story)L 



 
 
 
 
 
Follow up (tell us) 
 
Act a fairy tale that they all 
know. 
 
 
 

Language Support for main activity 
BE _________ AND___________ 
YOU ARE _________ AND  YOU ARE 
GETTING/transform ________ 
You are”……… 

 
 
 

 
 



 
 

MY DREAM 
 
 
Yesterday I was very tired and I decided to go to sleep in my bed// but I couldn’t sleep and I 
felt scared// because I could see a spider making its web and I was terrified.// I started to cry 
and called my mum (teacher puts his hand in his ear to listen to the screams) //My mum who 
was having dinner, eating her wonderful spaghetti// suddenly heard my scream and she felt 
very surprised // so she stopped eating and came to my bedroom because she was very 
worried.// She opened the kitchen door// went upstairs and ran as fast as a lion (teacher 
says: i would like see you as very fast lions) and finally she opened my bedroom door. My 
mother tried to catch the spider but// it was very difficult because its was very small// but then 
my mum held the spider in her hands, opened the window and put the spider out of our 
house//. My mum kissed me where?? and I started to feel comfortable and I went back to 
sleep.// Suddenly I woke up! It was a sunny day, //I felt full of energy, happy and very 
positive, //so I decided to go out and walk in the street.// When I was walking I saw my 
neighbor was walking his dog //so I said hello because I was in a good mood but he was 
angry.// I felt surprised but I thought don't worry //give him a big smile so i smiled a lot. // I 
saw his face was changing from angry to relaxed// and finally he had a happy face and he 
walked very happily.// At that moment his dog started to watch a cat //The cat was happy 
until the dog started to chase it. //The cat climbed a very, very tall tree. In that tree there was 
a monkey, jumping// from one branch to another// and eating bananas//. Suddenly I heard a 
tiger roaring// I was frightened and I tried to climb the tree too. The tiger came to me slowly 
but suddenly the cat transformed into a very big dragon, blowing fire// and it started to fly 
very high.// Then I felt very small and I don't know how but I was a bee// and I smelt all the 
flowers around me //and I flew to the flowers and swallowed all the sweet nectar.// I was very 
happy but one big human tried to kill me with his..... I was scared and furious. I tried to sting 
the human. And I closed my eyes ready to sting the human but when I opened my eyes I 
was a dolphin swimming very, very fast to the surface and then I jumped very high turning 
around. When I dived back into the water, there wasn’t any water and I was lying on the floor 
and jumping, I was stressed I couldn't breathe. I'm going to die oh no, but like a snake I tried 
to get to the water. Then I could see elephants, running, cows and bulls, kangaroos jumping 
and a lot of birds flying. Suddenly I can't (can’t or can?) feel the floor, I can fly yihaa!! it was 
incredible. But then suddenly I felt a great bump and I opened my eyes. I was on the floor 
crying and at that moment my mum hugged me. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


